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Abstract: 
 

We depict the utilization of civil structure for Monitoring and controlling degradation & Bridge security 
is the real concern to the government and the individuals. As from literature survey I observed that there 
are many hanging bridges used in areas such as rural, urban and also in tourism. Most of the project is 
implemented in giving safety to the high way bridges, and very less attention is paid towards the hanging 
bridges which are mainly used by pedestrians. And there are many disasters happened due to the breakage 
of the string of hanging bridge due to overload hence causing the life of many people. Since the 
application will be mostly in rural area bridges main task must be to reduce the cost of the project set up. 
Aim of this proposed project is to develop the device that monitor the overload on bridges and also the 
few other operation such as giving safety during condition such as fire, wind etc which will be un safe for 
the people using hanging bridge, hence to give safety for the people who are using bridge during 
abnormal conditions. We control the people entering into the bridge as the load limit is reached by using a 
small dc motor which will restricts the people entering the bridge. The values of the parameters such as 
wind speed, load on the bridge, and temperature in bridge area are updated on the main PC server with the 
regular span of interval. The administrator can monitor the condition of the bridge from any location in a 
web page. This project uses MSP430 processor, data will be uploaded to the website automatically by 
using Labview software. Data will be updated on particular website at regular interval of 20sec. Micro 
processor will be connected to the PC and from PC data will be uploaded by using Labview software. 
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